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Introduction.
concrete category X

We study full extensions & of a given
such that in $£ each source of maps has

an initial CHe-,] (or projective CHu3 or optimal £MaJ) lift.
Then e£ is called an initial' (resp. f i n a l ) completion of %
provided that its objects are initial lifts of sources in X
(resp. final lifts of sinks in % ) . A category %

can fail to

have an initial completion although a number of authors, disregarding set theoretical difficulties, "proved" that all categories have initial completions. This suggests a cautious
set-theoretical treatment. In this paper we characterize concrete categories having initial completions at all and having
initial completions of various types, as well as those having
corresponding fibre-small initial completions. The latter
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characterizations involve amallness conditions requiring that
certain claasee be 3ets (Beraays-GSdel terminology). On the other hand the former characterizationa involve legitimacy condit i o n requiring that certain conglomeratea be codable *by cla3see; i.e., be in one-to-one correspondence with classes (§ 1 ) .
Initial comp3etions of a given concrete category are naturally related by: tt

-& # .

iff if

can be extended to XL •

We study existence and "small-fibered existence" of:
1)

a smal3est initial completion, cal3ed the Mac Neille

comple tion ( § 2 ) ;
2)

a universal initial completion, which is a largeat ini-

tial comp3etion preserving initial lifts (§ 3);
3)

a largest initial completion (§ 4 ) .

Natural constructions of these completions for small concrete categories have been obtained by Herrlich CHe-,3 • It turns
out that these constructions serve for large categoriea as well,
if they are legitimate. Our main result is that if these constructions fail to be legitimate, then the comp3etions do not
exist.
By a result of KuSera and Pultr tKP3 all "reasonable" categoriea over sets have a fibre-small Mac Neil3e completion,
and by results of Herrlich, Nakagawa, Strecker and Titcomb,
tHS23,tHNST3 (cf. also B8rger and Tholen tBT3) many also have
universal initial completions. Surprisingly, it turns out that
"everyday" categories often fail to have a largest completion;
e.g., topological spaces - even compact ones!, semigroup3, lattices, rings, and graphs.
The smalHeat and .largest

comp3e tions over sets have been

considered by Antoine tAn 2 l. He exhibited the natural constructions but made the incorrect aet-theoretical conclu3ion that
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each category has a largest initial completion. In a paper of
Adamek and Koubek [AK-^ g] categories with a cartesian closed
fibre-small initial completion are described via a smallness
condition. We discuss the interrelationships between conditions
considered in this paper and their condition (§ 5 and § 6 ) .
Our characterization of categories having a fibre-small initial completion is closely related to results of KuSera and
Pultr TKP]. These results will be generalized and reflective
initial completions will be studied in tAHS].
The first part of the present paper is devoted to the least
initial completion; in the second part, published in the same
issue of this journal, the universal, largest and cartesian closed initial extensions are discussed.
§ 1. Preliminaries
1.1 As in [HSJ1 , we will work within a framework of sets,
classes, and conglomerates, where every set is a class and every class is a conglomerate. We will say that a conglomerate H
i-8 codable by a class K iff there exists an injection from H to
K. (Note that set-theorists use a wider notion of codability;
but that for our purposes the notion defined above will be satisfactory.) Any conglomerate codable by a class will be called
legitimate whereas any codable by a set will be called small.
No extensive use of set theory will be employed. Indeed, we will
essentially use only two facts: The conglomerate of all sets is
a class; anil the conglomerate of all subclasses of a proper
class is not legitimate.
1*2

A concrete category over a (base) category £

category 3C equipped with a faithful
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is a

functor X —•> 3E , which we will denote by

amnestic

U £-*> 7

t->

I U I -£-» I V I

(X-morphisms are called maps for d i s t i n c t i o n . )
We will assume throughout that such GC , X

, and functor are

given. The concrete category will be called fibre-small if for
each object X in 3L there exists only a set of objects V in %
with I VI = X.
1.3

A structured map from an object X of 3C is a pair

(f,V) where X

> Y is a map and V is a X -object witk IVl =
f

= Y. We will use the concise notation X

•> I Vl.

A class-indexed family S of structured maps from X is called

a

source from X . Notationally :

f•
f•
S = (X-*-> t Vil ) ± t l or, simply (X —±-+ \ V±\ )
f•
a-.
Let S = (X—*-* I V., ) and T = {*-EL+ \ W-O be sources.
X

J

Tb en & source map p:S—y T is a map X
> Y such that for each
j there exists some i with (f. ,V. ) = ( g ^ p , W - ) .
x i
«J
J
f

r

i
v

i

w

j

ři\

It should be noted that if each X -object V is identified with
the source of all structured maps from lV| that are 3C -morphisms, then source maps between % -objects are precisely X morphisms.
(+)

Amnesticity means that whenever the image of an isomorph
ism f is an identity map, then f must be an identity morphism.
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Dual notions are: structured map into an object X (i.e.,
£
a pair (V,f) with jVf
y X) ,* sink to X (i.e., a class-indexf•
ed family (IV-| - * ••> X). j); and sink map.
1.4

There are two reasons why we cannot speak about the

category of all sources in %

(as objects) and all source maps

(as morphisms):
(i) There may be too many sources to constitute a class.
(ii) An individual source, when indexed by a proper class
cannot be a member of a class.
Only the first obstacle is serious. Once we restrict ourselves
to a "class of sources", we "have" a category. More precisely:
Convention.

Let X

be a conglomerate of (some) sources for a

concrete category X
there is an inaction

• Let &£ be codable by a class £' (i.e.,
y :&

> &' ). Then £

will be consi-

dered as e concrete category whose objects are the images of ^5
in A

and whose morphisms are [ in a bijective correspondence-

to J all source maps between sources in -# . The forgetful func£'
tor sends y ^x — 1 L ~+ ' v±^ to X.
Notice that if X

contains all X -objects (in the above

sense) then o£ is a full concrete extension of SC .
Dual considerations, concerning "categories of sinks", are
analogous.
£*
1

*5

An initial lift of a source (X - * ••> I V^ ) is an ob-

ject V with | V( = X such that:
(i) each V —---—y V. is a morphism,;
(ii) for every structured map into X, i Wl
f X such
£.1 • a*
a.
that each W * -+ V^ is a morphism, it follows that W • ^ » V
is a morphism.
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Such a source (V

* V i ) is said to be initial. In the

terminology of HusektHuJ (see also £AK- 7y) the object V is
said to be protectively generated by the source (X

v

> I V^| ) .

A concrete category is called initially complete if each source has an initial lift.
Dual notions are: final lift of a sink; final sink; inductively generated object; finally complete (a concrete category
is known to be finally complete iff it is initially complete).
1.6

Let <}> : X—y

£

be a functor. Then:

s

(i) $ -- called concrete if for objects
l<|> (V)| = IV)
and for morphisms
4>f = f.
(ii)

$ i s said to preserve i n i t i a l i t y i f i t i s concrete
£.

and for each initial cousrce (V—*-—^ V.) in OC , the source
($(V)

2-—> 4> (Vi)) is initial in X .

(iii) <^ is said to be initially dense if it is concrete
and each object in A is the initial lift of some source of the
form (X - i i - * 1 <t>(Vi)|).
(iv) The pair ( $ , & ) (or sometimes just & ) is called
an

initial compile tion of X

is $ is an initially dense con-

crete full embedding and «£ is initial^ complete.
Dual notions are: preserve finality; finally dense; final completion.
Antoine tAn23 has observed that if <J> is initially dense
then $ must preserve finality; and of course, $ finally dense implies that $ preserves initiality.
If .($ ,Sfc) and ($>',#') are each initial (or final) completions o f * then we say that ($ ,j£) is smaller than ($',#')
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if there exists a full concrete embedding

y : £ — y «£' with

^>' =ipf t Note that "smaller than" is not a partial order
since it 3acks antisymmetry. However in this context when we
speak of a "smallest" (resp. "largest") initial completion \we
will mean an initial completion that is both smaller (resp.
larger) than any other and such that there is no proper3:y smaller (resp. 3arger) initial completion. Dual notion: "smallest"
(resp. "largest") final completion.
1#

7

Example.

Let $

be the terminal (single morphism)

category. Then concrete categories are just partially ordered
classes (amnesticity gives antisymmetry\) and initially/complete categories are just large complete lattices. Here initiality preservation means preservation of infima. For two partially ordered classes X £ £,
in •& iff each V e £
1 8

*

Theorem.

the class 9C is initially dense

is the infimum of all larger V- e X *
Let 4 Q : %

> £0

be a full concrete

embedding with S£Q initially (= finally) complete. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i)

$ Q is both initially and finally dense (and pre-

serves both initiality and finality).
(ii)

(4>Q y«£Q ) is the smallest initial completion of X,

(iii)

(<fyj ,££0 ) is the smallest final completion of X »

This is proved in O U J in the case where X

and % are small

categories, but the result holds for large categories as well
(see[PJ). Moreover:
(1) If a category % can be concretely fully embedded
in an initially comp3ete category £
comp3etion (e.g. the initial
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, then OC has an initial

hull ( + ) of %
(2)

in % ) .

If

has an initial completion ££ , then it has m smal-

lest initial completion, namely the final full

ef3C in .££ .

The smallest initial completion is unique (up to isomorphism)
if it exists, and by the above theorem it is self-dual. The
smallest initial (final) completion is called the Mac Neille
completion.
1-9* Example.

The Mac Neille completion of the category

of compact spaces (and continuous functions) is the category
of compactly generated spaces. That this is true can be seen
from the following and Theorem 1.8. The category of compactl:y
generated spaces is well-known to be initially complete and the
category of compact spaces is clearly a full concrete subcategory of it. Also since every space can be embedded in a compact
one, each space is the initial lift of a singleton source with
c©domain compact. Hence the inclusion functor is initially dense. Finally a space is compactly generated iff it is the final
lift of the sink consisting of all embeddings of its compact
subspaces. Thus the inclusion functor is also finally dense.
1*10- Theorem.

Let <J>*: %—>

£&*" be an initial comple-

tion. Then the following are equivalent:
(i)

( 4>*,i£*) is the largest initiality (and finality)

preserving initial completion of 3C •
(ii)

Any initiality preserving concrete functor fro»

into some initially complete category has a unique initiality
preserving concrete extension to ofc** •
(+)

The initial hull of % in % is the full subcategory over objects that are initial lifts of sources of the form
(X -ft > I $ ( V ^ l ) . The dual notion is final hull.
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Again, this is a result in CHe-,] which is true for large
as well as for small categories. Initial completions with the
above properties are uniquely determined (up to isomorphism)
and are called universal initial completions. The dual notion
-•s: universal final completions.
---•II Example.

The category Comp Haus of compact Hsudorff

spaces has neither a largest initial completion nor a largest
final completion (see 4.8 (ii)L However it does have a universal initial completion: namely, the category of all proximity
spaces and proximal maps (seetHSpl or [Ho]).
1.12
(a)

Given a concrete category X
Does X

» we can ask:

have any initial completion? (equivalently,

does it have a Mac Neille completion?).
(b)

Does X

have a special initial (or final) completion,

universal or largest, etc.?
(c)

Which (if any) of these completions is fibre-small?

The remainder of the paper is devoted to answering these questions.

§ 2. Mac Neille Completion.

For a small concrete catego-

ry the least (Iflac Neille) completion can be described by means
of special sources (see [He-,1). We introduce these sources now
for arbitrary concrete categories.
2.1

A source (X

£'

* > \ V^l ) is said to be closed if it

£
contains each structured map X
H TJ| having the following
property: given a structured map I WI - > X such that each
£•, * Q£ • Q*
W —• r - t V i is a morphism, it follows that W
a morphism.
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•=-->• U is also

The smallest closed source, containing a given source S, is
called the closed hull of S.
Dual notions are: closed sink; closed hull (of a sink).
2.2

For an arbitrary source S = (X

j I V^|> we d e n o CL.

te by S o p the sink of all structured maps |Wj

••'•> X such that

W

each W -V9-.> V. is a morphism. Dually, for each sink T we have
its opposite source T o p . ©lis defines a Galois correspondence
between sources from X and sinks into X (both ordered by inclusion). Closed elements of this correspondence are precisely
the closed sources and sinks defined above. Specifically:
for each source S the sink S o p is closed; for each

(a)

sink T, the source T o p is closed^
<b) S o p o p is the closed hull of S; T o p

op

is the closed

hull of T.
2.3

If % is a small category then all of its sources

form a class (because for any object X in X

f

all sources from

X form a set). Hence we can define &Q to be the category of
closed sources and source maps (see 1.4). If we let typ

:

• 3C—•otg be defined by:
$ 0 (V) • the source of all IV|-E---HW| which are moronisms V — * > W

V f)

=f

»
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then *£Q is easily verified to be initially complete and ^u
to be an initially and finally dense full embedding. Thus
( 4>Q , £Q ) is the Mac Neille completion of %

. If %

is not

small, all closed sources might still be codable by a class.
If so, they form a category (in the sense of 1.4), which is
easily seen to be the Mac Neille completion of X

.On the ot-

her hand, if all closed sources fail to be codable by a class,
we shall prove that a Mac Neille completion does not exist.
2-4

Theorem. For a concrete category, $C t the follow-

ing are equivalent:
(i) % has an initial completion.;
(ii) 3C has a final completion;
(iii) %

has a Mac Neille completion;

(iv) the conglomerate of closed sources in % is legitimate;
(v) the conglomerate of closed sinks in X

is legitimate.

If these conditions hold, then the Mac Neille completion of 3C
is the category of closed sources.
Proof: Clearly (iii) — * (i), and by 2.3 (iv) — . > (iii).
To see that (i)»-[>(iv) assume that (<j>,fe£) is some initial completion of X
X

• Without loss of generality we consider

as a full concrete subcategory of of ; i.e. $

is the inc-

lusion. For each closed source S = (X ~ .• > i VA ) we have its
initial lift (an object) P g in A

• It suffices to verify that

#

distinct closed sources S and S have distinct initial lifts
^S^^S*

Then tne c o n

£ ~ o m e r a t e of all closed sources will be

codable by the class of objects of &6 ; hence it will be legitimate.
If S*f*S', without loss of generality, there is some
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X — z - + \V\

in S'\ S. Since S is closed, (f , U ) ^ S implies that

there is some structured map |W| g p X such that
(a) |W|—'-^y\U\ is not a morphism in X
(b) for each X

l

, yet

y I V±l in S, | W| J+'*y

\ V±\ is a mor-

phism in X •
By (b) (and the definition of initiality) W

' •-» Po is a

morphism in & . Therefore Pg4»Pg# , since W

r y Pg, is not

a morphism in o£ . If it were, then W — ' 3 l y \ ]

would be in 06

(since ( f , U ) « S ' ) , in contradiction to (a) and the fact that
%
Thus

is full in £ .
conditions (i),(iii) and (iv) are equivalent. The equiva-

lence of (ii),(iii) and (v) is dual.
2.5

Next, we consider fibre-small Mac Neille completions.

Two structured maps from X
£
_f
---—* l UдJ and X % > l U 2 I
are said to be *v -equivalent if for each structured map into X,
I W \ -3" > X, we have :
VSt ,.,-/* T ^ u

Note that

is a morphism iff W

2>

r" y U 2 is a morphism.

this is equivalent to saying that the two single-

ton sources X - ^ » lU-J and X — * — • lUgl have the same closed
hull. We denote this

U

by: (f-pU-^'v (-*2> 2^ *

tured maps into X
54

I)uall

y»

t w o

struc

lU^l — 1 — . •
are A/-equivalent.

X and lUgl • & y X
(U-^f ..^^/(Ug,;-^) * i:ff

as

singleton sinks

they have the same closed hull.
2.6

Definition. A concrete category is called strongly

fibre-small iff for each object X in & the conglomerate of all
closed sources from X is small; equivalently, iff the conglomerate of all /v -equivalence classes of structured maps
£

X

> I U| is small. Notice that (by the GPalois corresponden-

ce (2.2)) this property is self-dual; i.e., a category is strongly fibre-small iff for each X in 9£ the conglomerate of all closed sinks into X is small; equivalently, iff the conglomerate
of all f>j-equivalence classes of structured naps \ U \ -~ • • > X
is small.
2-7

Theorem.

For a- concrete category, dC , tBue following

are equivalent:
(i) X

has a fibre-small initial completion;

(ii) X

has a fibre-small final completion;

(iii) %
(iv) JC
Proof;

has a fibre-small Mac Neille completion;
is strongly fibre-small.
(i )<.-—> (ii) c» «C* (iii) is clear. To see that

(iii) *eap (iv) suppose that 3C has a fibre-small Mac Neille completion. Then the category of closed sources must be fibre-small
as well (see 2.4). Hence for each X in X

the conglomerate of

distinct closed sources from X is codable by a set. To show that
(iv) •*•£• (iii) assume that for each object X in X

there is a re-

presentative set A x of structured maps from X, with respect to
v , I f a source is closed, then, with each X -* »I Ul, it contains all of its closed hull • Hence the conglomerate of closed
• 55 -

sources from X is codable by the set of all subsets of A„.
2*8

Remark. Herri i ch [ He -J exhibits subcategories^

and 3f* of Set (considered as concrete via their inclusion
into Set) which have the following properties:
(a) 3C*

has no initial completion.

(b) * tfC^ has a Mac Neille completion which fails to be
fibre-small•
^•9- Mac Neille completion of a linearly ordered class.
Let X

~ (K,£ ) be a linearly ordered class (concrete in the

sense of 1.6). The closed sources (considered instead of
( X — » - • l V^l JJL-J, simply as subclasses (vi'iei~K) are precisely cuts; i.e., subclasses C $ K such that
(i) inf C e C , if the infimum exists; and
(ii) a c C , b c K X C-s-»>b< a.
(The opposite sink is K N C or (K\C)V^ {sup (K\ C)} if the supremum exists.) Thus a linearly ordered class has an initial
completion iff its cuts are codable by a class.
Examples.

In finite set theory (where "set" means finite set;

•blass" meana countable set; and "conglomerate" means set) everyone knows an example of a linearly ordered "class" having no
initial completion: namely, the rationals; since they cannot
be embedded in anyt count able, complete lattice. This example
generalises immediately to our usual set theory:
Let Ord be the class of all ordinals and le t
L » <f :Ord—* -tO,l||
ordered lexicographically. Then L is not legitimate. But K »
- {ft L| either f

(0) is a set or f-1(l) is a set} is legiti-

mate and ia sup-dense and inf-dense in L. Hence the linearly
- 56 -

ordered class K has no Mac Neille completion; hence no (initial) completion.
2

-10

Mac

Neille completion of unary algebras.

Let OC be

the category of unary algebras (X,d)f d:X—-^X, concrete over
Set. Then the Mac Neille comple tion of CC is the category of
graphs (X,j> ), (j> S X x X ) subject to (I) and (P) below, together with graph homomorphisms:
(I)

For each (x,y) e jt>

(P)

(x,y)e{&

there exists z € X with (y,z)«jo

implies (x',y')e£>

whenever x-vx' and

y/vy',' where /-v is the least equivalence on X for which
(x,y1) c ^
Proof:

, (x,y2) € {©

implies y^y-,.

The category of all graphs is an initially com-

plete full extension of %

. I n it,* the final hull of X

con-

sists of graphs satisfying (I): (X,to ) satisfies (I) iff /» =
= .V.-/. d- where (X. ,d.) are all unary algebras with X. £ X and
ijf m> J

J

J

J

J

d. 9 jo . W e need to show that the initial hull of X

in the

category # j of graphs with (I) is the category of graphs with
both (I) and (P).* Tt a" graph (X,jo ) is the initial lift of a
source (X—-fc—* I (X.,d*)l) where each (X.,d-) is a unary alJ

J

J

gebra, put x-,^ x 2 iff ^n( x i) ~ -*~,(x2.> tor
clearly finer than ^

. Since &

J

each j. Then *v is

has the property required in

(P), so does <v . Conversely, if a graph (X,j& ) has properties
(I) and (P), then the quotient graph under /v , O c , p ) f satisfies:
CxJpCy^

andCxj^Cy^l implies C y ^ = [y 2 l.

Hence there exists a unary algebra (X,d) containing (X, j£ >•
The natural map ( X , J D ) — • (
*
, $ ) c—+ (Y,d) constitutes *n initial source.
- 57 -

^-11

Remark.

For most usual concrete categories over

Set there exists a fibre-small initial compile v,ion. This follows from results of KuSera and Pultr [KPJ:

if a transport-

able fibre-small category over Set has the property that each
f
0-2v
morphism V

^ W factors as V -*£-• TJ — - • w with g onto and h

one-to-one, then % is strongly fibre-small. A generalization
of this result is considered in [AHSl.
(Oblatum 2.5. 1978)
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